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ACTIVEFOREVER UNVEILS EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS SOLUTION         

IN RESPONSE TO VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS  

The Classroom Emergency Lockdown Kit; an Essential Part of the Modern Classroom 

Scottsdale, AZ, March 7, 2013–The threat of brutality against America’s children is an epidemic that 

demands immediate action. As Arizona’s Sherriff Joe Arpaio and action movie veteran, Stephen Segal 

trained volunteers to defend Phoenix-area schools against gunmen; they reinforced the grave 

importance of taking action before it’s too late.  

The Classroom Emergency Lockdown Kit from ActiveForever was also developed as a must-have safety 

precaution for schools across the country. As a twenty-year leading advocate of health and safety 

equipment and device solutions, ActiveForever advocates these kits as standard supplies that should be 

incorporated in each and every classroom. The company has created the kits to be as comprehensive as 

possible, while also providing them at a very affordable price.  

 “No matter what side you are on in regard to gun control and guns in schools, 

ActiveForever has a solution everyone should profoundly value; for the safety of our 

children, as well as the staff. These supplies can also help save lives for a variety of 

common emergencies that arise in schools of every type.” –ActiveForever CEO, Erika 

Feinberg 

There are many different viewpoints coloring the controversial issue; however one commonality is the 

desire to keep children and staff safe, and prepared for the worst. While there may not be enough 

resources to equip every school with armed guards and firearms, ActiveForever believes the Classroom 

Emergency Lockdown Kit is a safe, sensible step in the right direction.  

Each kit contains food, water, waste and sanitation provisions, an AM radio with batteries, a whistle, 

duct tape, a large Mylar blanket and more.  

For more information, visit: Classroom Emergency Lockdown Kits at ActiveForever.com. 
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ActiveForever is a fully integrated sales, marketing, warehousing and fulfillment services agency. It is a 

multi-channel merchant with print product catalogs for staff and patient education, retail showrooms 

with education centers, a warehouse/distribution services center and one of the nation’s top ranked 

eCommerce websites. 

ActiveForever offers the best choices in medical products, e-low vision devices/assistive technology, 

athletic performance and rehabilitation/healing devices, home-care equipment, productivity and safety 

products for the home and workplace. 

Print catalogs are free for care providers to share with their patients, therapists, athletes, employees, 

residents and caregivers anywhere in the country.  

 More information can be found at www.ActiveForever.com.  

  

# # # 

If you would like more information about this topic, or to book ActiveForever’s CEO to speak, please 

contact Media Relations directly at (480) 459-3200 or Media@ActiveForever.com. 
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